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Introduction 
It is known that the set of all central elements of a complete lattice L 
constitutes a Boolean algebra relatively to the partial order induced by 
the partial order in L. This Boolean algebra, which is a sublattice of L, 
need not be a complete sublattice of L. 
In this note we deal with the central elements of the complete lattice 
tP(L), formed by all closure operators d~finable over the complete lattice L. 
We determine a necessary and sufficient condition on L in order that 
the system of all central, elements of tP(L) be a complete sublattice of 
tP(L). 
§ l. Preliminaries 
Let us recall that the element a of the lattice M is said to be distributive, 
if the following conditions hold: 
(l.l) aA(xvy)=(aAx)v(aAy), for all x,yEM; 
(1.2) a v (x A y) =(a v x) A (a v y), for all x, y EM. 
One says that a is inf-distributive (resp. sup-distributive), if the condition 
(l.l) (resp. (1.2)) holds. 
The element a is said to be cancellable, if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
(1.3) if aAx=aAy and avx=avy, then x=y. 
If the conditions (l.l), (1.2) and (l. 3) hold, then the element a is said 
to be neutral. 
Remark l. In [l], p. 28, the element a EM is said to be neutral, 
if every triplet {a, x, y}, with x, y EM,. generates a distributive svb-
lattice of M. It is easy to see that this definition is equivalent to the 
definition given above. (See, for instance, [2], pp. 254-255). 
If the element a E M is neutral and complemented; then one says 
that a is a central element of M. It is immediate that, if a is central, 
then a has only one complement a' and a' is central again. 
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One says that the element a of the complete lattice M is completely 
distributive, if the following conditions hold: 
(1.4) a 11 (Vxt)= V(a 11 Xt) 
iEI iEI 
(1.5) a v (/\x,) = 1\(a v Xt) 
iEI iEI 
for every family {xt}tEI of elements of M. 
If the condition (1.4) (resp. (1.5)) holds for every family {xt}tEI of 
elements of M, then a is said to be completely inf-distributive (resp. 
completely sup-distributive). 
Let us recall that a closure operator cp of a complete lattice L is an 
operator of L such that 
(i) x.;;;cp(x), for every x E L; 
(ii) if x.;;;y, then cp(x).;;;cp(y); 
(iii) cp(cp(x))=cp(x), for every x E L. 
The elements x E L satisfying the condition cp(x) = x, are said to be 
closed under cp. The last element u of L is clearly closed under every closure 
operator of L. 
It is well known that the set C/J(L), formed by all closure operators 
definable over L, becomes a complete lattice, by defining 
cp.;;;n, if and only if cp(x).;;;n(x) for every x E L, 
which is equivalent to 
cp.;;;n, if and only if n(x)=x implies cp(x)=x. 
The first element of C/J(L) is the identity operator t of L and the last 
element of C/J(L) is the closure operator w defined by the condition 
w(x) = u for every x E L. 
It is immediate that, if {cpt}iEI is any non-void family of closure operators 
of L, then the infimum 1\cpt ofthis family is the closure operator defined by 
iEI 
( /\cpt)(x) = 1\cp,(x) for every x E L 
iEI iEI 
and the supremum V cpt is the closure operator satisfying the condition 
iEI 
(Vcpt)(x)=x, if and only if cpt(X)=x for every i El. 
iEI 
We need the following results stated in [3] and [ 4] : 
Let L1 be a closure operator of the complete lattice L; then 
A) L1 is inf-distributive, if and only if the following condition holds: 
if a is closed under L1 and b is incomparable with a, then the element 
c =a 11 b is closed under L1 ([3], lemma l); 
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B) L1 is sup-distributive, if and only if the following condition holds: 
if cis closed under L1 and c=a 1\ b, where a and bare incomparable, then 
a and b are closed under L1 ( [3], lemma 2); 
C) If L1 is inf-distributive, then L1 is completely inf-distributive ( [ 4 ], 
theorem 3); 
D) L1 is cancellable, if and only if L1 is inf-distributive ( [3], theorem 2) 
(consequently, L1 is central, if and only if L1 is distributive and com-
plemented); 
E) If L1 is sup-distributive, then L1 is completely sup-distributive, if 
and only if the infimum of any non-void family of non-closed elements 
is a non-closed element ([3], corollary 1 to theorem 5); 
F) If L1 is completely sup-distributive, then L1 is complemented ([3], 
corollary 2 to theorem 5); 
G) L1 is central, if and only if L1 is completely distributive '([3], 
theorem 4). 
§ 2. Inf-distributive closure operators 
If a and b are inf-distributive elements of a lattice M, then a 1\ b is 
clearly an inf-distributive element of M. However, if {ai}iEI is a family 
of inf-distributive elements of a complete lattice, then the infimum 1\ai 
iEI 
need not be inf-distributive. For instance, let us suppose that the elements 
of the lattice M are 0, a, b, Ci, di, where i E I= {1, 2, ... , n, ... } and 
C1>C2> ... > Cn> ... > 0=1\Ci, iEl 
d1>d2> ... >dn> ... >b= 1\di >a> 0, iEl 
Ci v di+i = di and Ci+j = Ci 1\ di+i for all i, i E I, 
Ct 1\ b=Ct 1\ a=O and Ci v b=Ct v a=di for every i E I. 
It is easy to see that dt is completely inf-distributive for every i E I 
and, although, the element b = 1\dt is not inf-distributive, since 
iEl 
b 1\ (a v c2)=b 1\ d2=b>a=(b 1\ a) v (b 1\ c2). 
For the closure operators of a complete lattice, the following holds: 
Theorem 1. The set of all inf-distributive closure operators of the 
complete lattice L, is a complete sublattice of <P(L). 
Proof. Indeed, let {L1t}iEI be any family of inf-distributive closure 
operators of L and let us set rp = I\L1t. In order to prove that rp is inf-
iEI ' 
distributive, let us suppose that a is closed under rp and that b is incompar-
able with a; we are going to prove that the element c =a 1\ b is closed 
under rp. 
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We denote by J the subset of I, defined by the condition 
j EJ, if and only if b is incomparable with a1=LIJ(a) 
and we set 
a'=l\ai and a"= 1\ a,, a,=Lii(a). 
iEJ iEl-J 
It is easy to see that J is not void. In fact, if for some i E I one has 
a1 .;;;;b, then 
a= !f'(a) =ALl,( a)= /\a,.;;;; b 
iEl iEI 
and, if b.;;;;a., for every i E I, then one has clearly b.;;;; 1\a,=a. In both 
cases, b would be comparable with a, which is impossible. 
Since b is comparable with every a,, with i E I -J, and since b-;;pa, 
implies b;>a, one concludes that b<at for every i E I -J and, therefore, 
b.;;;;a". 
Consequently, 
c=a/l.b=a' A a" !l.b=a' Ab=l\(a1 Ab). 
iEJ 
Since L11 is inf-distributive and a1 is closed under LIJ, one has a1 /1. b = 
=LI1(a1 /1. b), by A); hence 
C= 1\Lit(ai /1. b)= (ALI,)(a, /1. b)> qJ(aJ /1. b)> qJ(a /1. b) =!p(c}, 
iEJ iEJ 
proving that c is closed under !p, as it was claimed. 
Now, we are going to show that the closure operator 1p= V Ll, is inf-
iEI 
distributive again. 
Let us suppose that 1p(a)=a and c=a /1. b, where b is incomparable 
with a. Then, since Ll t( a)= a for every i E I, one has Ll t( c) = c for every 
i E I, by the inf-distributivity of Lit. 
From this it follows that 1p(c) = c and, consequently, 1fJ is inf-distributive, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2. The complete sublattice S of c:P(L}, formed by the inf-
distributive closure operators of L, is clearly distributive. Moreover, 
since every inf-distributive closure operator of L is completely inf-
distributive, one concludes that the infinite distributive law 
Ll A (V Lit)= V(LI ALl,) 
iEI iEl 
holds inS. 
Remark 3. Let us observe that, if a and b are inf-distributive 
elements of a complete lattice L, then a v b need not be inf-distributive. 
For instance, let L be the lattice formed by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 
24, 40 and 120, where a.;;;;b means that a divides b. One sees that the 
elements 2 and 3 are inf-distributive and, although, the element 2 v 3 = 24 
is not inf-distributive, since 24A(4vl0)=8>4v2=(24A4}v(24Al0). 
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§ 3. Distributive closure operators 
Let {Ll~}iei be a family of sup-distributive closure operators of the 
complete lattice Land let 1p=VL1~. Let us suppose that 'lf(C)=c=allb, 
iEI 
where a and bare incomparable; then one has clearly Ll~(c)=c for every 
i E I and, since Ll~ is sup-distributive, one concludes by B) that Ll~(a) =a 
and Llt(b)=b for every i EI, that is to say, 1p(a)=a and 1p(b)=b, which 
proves the following 
Lemma 1: The supremum of any family of sup-distributive closure 
operators of a complete lattice is sup-distributive. 
Remark 4. The infimum of a family of sup-distributive closure 
operators of a complete lattice need not be sup-distributive. In fact, let 
L be the modular non-distributive lattice containing five elements, 
o, a, b, c, u, and let us consider the closure operators L11 and L12 defined 
by the conditions: 
Ll1(0) =Ll1(a) =a and Ll1(b) =Ll1(c) =Ll1(u) =u; 
Ll2(0)=Ll2(b)=b and Ll2(a)=Ll2(c)=Ll2(u)=u. 
It is immediate that L11 and Ll2 are sup-distributive and, although, the 
closure operator L1 1 11 L12 is not sup-distributive, since the element 0 = b 11 c 
is closed under L11 11 L12, b and c are incomparable and c is not closed 
under Ll1 11 L12. 
We are going to state the following 
Theorem 2. If Lis a complete lattice, then the set of all distributive 
closure operators of L is a complete sublattice of f/J(L). 
Proof. In view of theorem 1 and lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove 
that, if {Ll~hei is any family of distributive closure operators of L, then 
the infimum !p= 1\Llt is sup-distributive. 
iEI 
Let IJ!(C)=c=a 11 b, where a and b are incomparable; we have to prove 
that IJ!(a)=a and IJ!(b)=b. 
Let us consider the following possible cases: (I) a is incomparable 
with Ll~(c) for some i E I; (II) b is incomparable with Ll~(c) for some i E I; 
(III) both a and b are comparable with Ll~(c) for every i E I. 
Case (I): Let Ll~(c) be incomparable with a; then, since Llt is inf-
distributive, the element a 11 Llt(c) is closed under Llt and, since Llt is 
sup-distributive, the element a is closed under Llt. 
Now, from the inf-distributivity of Ll~, one concludes that the element 
c=a 11 b is closed under Llt and from the sup-distributivity of Ll~ one 
concludes that b is closed under Lt,. Consequently, one has 1p(a)=a and 
!p(b)=b. 
Case (II): Analogous to case (I). 
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Case (III): Let us define the subset J of I as it follows: 
i EJ, if and only if L1i(c)<a. 
It is obvious that J is non-void,, since, otherwise, one would have 
a,;;;L1i(c) for every i E I, hence a,;;; !\L1i(c)=c,;;;b, which contradicts the 
iEl 
assumption that a and b are incomparable. 
Consequently, 
c= !\L1i(c). 
iEJ 
It is clear that there is some i E J such that L1i(c) < b, since, otherwise, 
one would have 
b,;;;!\L1i(c)=c, 
iEJ 
which is impossible. 
From this it follows that there is some i E I such that 
L1i(c),;;;aAb=c 
and this means that L1i(c)=c. For such ani, one has 
L1i(a)=a and L1i(b)=b, 
since L1 i is sup-distributive. 
Hence 
q;(a)=a and q;(b)=b, 
which completes the proof of theorem 2. 
§ 4. Central closure operators 
The set of all central closure operators of a complete lattice L need 
not be a complete sublattice of if>(L). Indeed, let L be the chain 
a1 > a2 > . . . > an > . . . > 0 
and let us consider the closure operators L1i, i E I= {1, 2, ... , n, ... }, 
defined by the conditions : 
L1i(aJ)=al, if j,;;;i, 
L1i(aJ)=aJ, if j>i, 
L1i(O) = 0, for every i E I. 
It is immediate that every L1i is a central closure operator of L and, 
although, the closure operator ?p= V L1i is not central, since the elements 
iEl 
ai, i E I'= {2, 3, ... , n, ... } are not closed under 1p and the element 0 = !\ ai 
. I d d iel' 1s c ose un er 1p. 
In this section, we shall state the following 
Theorem 3. The set of all central closure operators of the complete 
lattice Lis a complete sublattice of t:P(L), if and only if L satisfies the following 
condition: 
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(4.1) If a is the infimum of a chain 0 in L, a £t 0 and 0 is maximal 
(in the sense that, for every b E 0, there is no chain contained in 
the closed interval [a, b] and containing the chain 0 11 [a, b] as a 
proper subchain), then there is an element ao E 0 such that at E 0 11 
11 [a, ao] implies that there is in L some element Xt incomparable 
with at. 
We need the following 
Lemma 2. Let L be a complete lattice satisfying the condition (4.1) 
and Ll be a central Closure operator of L. If a is the infimum of a maximal 
chain 0 inLand Ll(a)=a £tO; then there is an element a' EO such that 
every element of the closed interval [a, a'] is closed under Ll. 
Proof. Let us set a' =ao, a0 being given by condition (4.1) and let 
us state the following propositions: 
1) There is some element ak E 0 11 [a, ao] such that, if z E 0 and a<z<.ak, 
then Ll(z)=z. 
In fact, if for every ak E 0 11 [a, ao], there would be some bk E 0 such 
that a <bk <. ak and Ll (bk) > bk, then a would be the infimum of a family 
of non-closed elements and hence, by G) and E), a would be non-closed, 
contrarily to the hypothesis. 
2) Let ak satisfy 1); then there is at least one element az EO 11 [a, ao] 
such that az>ak and Ll(az)=az. 
By condition (4.1), there is some element Xk incomparable with ak. 
By A) and B), we know that akA Xk and x,c are closed under Ll. 
If Xk is incomparable with ao, then ao is closed under Ll and we can 
set az=ao. 
If Xk < ao, let a, be the infimum of the set of elements of the chain 
0 11 [a, ao], following Xk. By condition (4.1), there is some element xz 
incomparable with az. , 
If Xk is incomparable with xz or ak is incomparable with Xz, then Xz 
is closed under Ll and so az is closed under Ll. 
If both Xk and ak are comparable with Xz, then one has Xk v ak <. az A Xz, 
since Xk ): xz and ak ): Xz. By the definition of az, it follows that 
az A xz £t 0 11 [a, ao]. 
Hence, by the maximality of 0, there is some element Yz E 0 11 [a, ao] 
incomparable with a, A xz. Then, one has ak<Yz<az and from this it 
follows that Yz is incomparable with Xk. Hence, by B) and A), one concludes 
that the elements yz, a, A xz and az are closed under Ll, which proves 2). 
Analogously, one states that, if b EO 11 [a, ao] and Ll(b)=b, then there 
is some element c>b such that c E 0 11 [a, ao] and Ll(c) =C. 
3) If ak, a, EO 11 [a, ao], ak<an and every element xEO 11 [a, ao] such 
that ak <. x <a, is closed under Ll, then a, is closed under Ll. 
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Indeed, let Xk be incomparable with ah. If ah "xh E 0, then ah" Xk is 
closed under Ll, by the hypothesis, and, by B), ah is closed under Ll. 
Let us suppose that ah "Xk ¢0. 
If ak is incomparable with ahA xh, then, by A) and B), one concludes 
that akA (ahA Xk), ahA xh and ah are closed under Ll. 
If ak > ah " xh, then one has clearly ah " xh = ak " xh and, consequently, 
ah A xh and ah are closed under Ll. 
If ak<ah "Xk, then there is at least one element Yh E 0 n [a, a0] 
incomparable with ah " Xk. Since ak < Yh < ah, one knows that Yh is closed 
under L1 and, consequently, ahA Xk and ah are closed under Ll. 
4) If ak and ah>ak are closed under L1 and ah, ak E 0 n [a, a0], then 
every element z E 0 n [a, a0] such that ak < z < ah is closed under Ll. 
Indeed, if z is not closed under L1, let z' be the infimum of the set of 
elements of 0 n [a, a0 ] which are not closed under Ll. By 3), one con-
cludes that z' must be closed under L1 and so the infimum of a set of 
non-closed elements would be closed under Ll, which is impossible. 
From l), 2), 3) and 4), it follows that every element of 0 n [a, a0 ] is 
closed under Ll. Furthermore, if x E [a, a0 ] and x ¢0 n [a, a0], then x 
is incomparable with some element x' E 0 n [a, a0], by the maximality 
of 0; since x' is closed under L1, one concludes that x is closed under L1, 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of theorem 3. Let {Llih€1 be any family of central closure 
operators of L. By theorem 2, one knows that the closure operators 
rp= ;\Lli and 1p= V Lli are distributive and, by C), one knows that rp and 
iEI iEI 
"P are completely inf-distributive. Consequently, in order to prove that 
rp and "P are central, it is sufficient to state that rp and 1p are completely 
sup-distributive. 
Let {aj}ieJ be any family of elements of L which are not closed under "P· 
We have to prove that a= 1\aj is not closed under V' (see E)). 
iEJ 
If a E {aj}ieJ> the conclusion follows trivially. Let us suppose that 
a< aj for every j E J. We may suppose that {aj}ieJ is a maximal chain 
of L, in the sense of condition ( 4.1 ). In fact, by the axiom of choice, we 
may suppose that J is a well-ordered set 
J = {l, 2, ... , n, ... , iX, iX+ l, ... }. 
Let us set a1' = a1 and, for each ordinal iX E J, let us define a0,', as it 
follows: 
if iX = f3 + l for some f3 E J, then a IX'= ar/ A a (X) 
if iX # f3 + l for every f3 E J, then a IX'= 1\ay'. 
Y<IX 
It is clear that a= 1\ac,' and the elements a,,/, iX EJ, form a chain in 
IXEJ 
the interval [a, al]. Furthermore, by the axiom of choice, one knows 
that each chain in [a, al] is contained in a maximal chain in [a, al]. 
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Now, if we consider the elements of such a maximal chain which are 
greater than a, we obtain a maximal chain in the sense of condition (4.1). 
Then, let {aih"J be a maximal chain in the sense of (4.1). 
Since 1p(a)=a implies Llt(a)=a for every i E I, from lemma 2 it follows 
that there is some j E J such that all elements of the closed interval 
[a, a1] are closed under Lit for every i E I and, therefore, they are closed 
under 1p, against the hypothesis that the elements ai are non-closed 
under "P· This means that a is not closed under 1p and, consequently, the 
supremum of any family of central elements of {/J(L) is a central element 
of (/J(L). 
Now, let us consider the closure operator rp= (/\Lit and let Ll = V Ll/, 
it! I i lEI 
where Ll/ is the complement of .d,. 
Since the closure operators Ll/, i E I, are central, the closure operator 
Ll is central. Hence 
rp v Ll =(/\Lit) v Ll =/\(Lit v Ll) = w. 
i tEl it! I 
On the other hand, since rp is completely inf-distributive, one has 
rp ALl =rp A (V Ll/)= V(rp A Ll/)=t, 
itEI iiEI 
that is to say, rp is the complement of Ll and, therefore, rp is central. 
This means that the set of all central elements of (/J(L) is a complete 
sublattice of {/J(L). 
Conversely, let us suppose that condition (4.1) does not hold in L and 
let a= 1\ai> with a<ai for every j EJ. 
ii!J 
Then, for each j E J, there is some h E J such that an is comparable 
with every element of L and a<an<.aJ. If H denotes the set of all h 
satisfying these conditions, then the elements an, h E H, form a chain 
and a= /\an. 
ht!H 
For each hE H, let us consider the closure operator Lin defined by the 
conditions: 
Lln(x)=x for every x<an, 
Lln(x) =U for every x;;..an. 
It is immediate that Lin is a central closure operator of L for every 
hEH. 
However, the closure operator 1p= V Lin is not central. 
ht!H 
In fact, one has 1p(x) =X, if and only if either x=u or x<,a. Consequently, 
a is closed under 1p and is the infimum of a set of elements non -closed 
under 1p, i.e., 1p is not completely sup-distributive. 
This means that the set of all central closure operators is not a complete 
sublattice of (/)(L) and the proof is complete. 
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